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As you know, when I took on the job
of editing Skysailor I made the
comment that I intended, as far as
possible, to avoid using any
"illegal", obscene or defamatory
material.

image of hang gliding or the spirit of hang
gliding.
8. Photos generally must not be included if
the pilot is not wearing a helmet or if tile
pilot is flying in a dangerous or illegal
manner, unless the photo is necessary to
illustrate a point being made in a
safety /technical article or report.

A minority have taken exception to this
and have made it clear that they
consider they should be able to say
what they like without any editorial
"interference". Not so!

Skysailor is the official magazine of the
HGFA and as such, needs to have a
responsible image if it is to be
respected. That's why the HGFA drew
up the guidelines.

I was accepted as Editor by the
committee at the HGFA convention
after agreeing to a series of editor's
guidelines. At the time I didn't think it
necessary to spell them out. Obviously
I was wrong so here they are:

As I said before, constructive criticism,
new ideas and even a touch of
controversy are vitally important.
Derogatory and defamatory remarks
about
others,
flaunting
illegal
activities, and obscenities are not.

1. Costs, on average, to be at or under
budget.
2. No more than one page of cartoons per
issue.
3. Unless the committee agrees otherwise,
only material relevant to hang gliding be
included.
4. Editor has the right to reject or edit
articles/letters which are too long,
inaccurate, obscene, defamatory or
promoting or encouraging illegal flying
activities. If contributions are rejected they
must be returned to the author with a note of
explanation.
5. Articles or letters from commercial
interests e.g. manufacturers, schools
etcetera, which blatantly promote a product
or service can only be accepted as paid
advertisements.
6. The priori ty for material in the
magazine should approximate the
following: 1. safety information, educational articles. 2. state/local news.
3. technical articles. 4. competition reports.
5. letters from members. 6. overseas news.
7. general essay-type articles. 8. cartoons,
poems etcetera.
7. The photos or drawings on the front
cover should always depict a positive

It costs at least $100 to print each page
of Skysailor and I don't believe too
many pilots expect Skysailor to pay up
to $150 for lctters that are personally
abusive and have no constructive
content.

If you want your letter printed - keep it
short (about 500 words max), keep it
clean, and keep it free of defamatory
remarks.
Now to photos - please, please put your
name and some sort of caption on the
back of EACH one. If you want them
returned please also mark with an R.
Finally, Skysailor appears to be
perpetually short of "vertical" picturcs
to suit the front of the magazine. Could
you please turn your camera on its side
occasionally?
Happy Christmas and Merry Flying for
1988.
Sue
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some of our hang gliding experts to
preview the exam questions between
now and July in the 'Skysailor'. I am
not asking for the answers but just a
general review to jog myoid memory.
Thanks.
Bill Thorneywork

Eds note:
for you, Bill.

We'll see what we can do

Dear Sue
At
the November meeting of
SAHGA our guest speaker, Mr Sandy
Allen, a master parachute rigger, gave
us an interesting talk on the care,
maintenance and packing of our
emergency parachutes.
During the discussion of the topic
he question of our harnesses
construction, and their ability to
handle the stresses incurred in a
deployment, was raised.
There
appear
to
be
some
harnesses available on the market
today which have been tested under
free-fall opening situations but I
wonder whether pilots should be
demanding that the harnesses in
which we fly should comply with
minimum standards which are well
known to all.
Perhaps the manufacturers or
importers of harnesses would like to
write articles for Skysailor indicating
what standards and testing they adopt
for their prod ucts.
It would then be obvious that those
who don't bother to let the pilots know
what goes into their harnesses
probably haven't got much to say?
Rob Woodward

Dear Editor,
We are concerned about the
direction the HGFA is taking and, as
well, the type of magazine Skysailor is
becoming. These concerns are linked
with what we perceive as a fanatical
obsession with our image by those who
represent us publicly.
It seems as if our editor is trying to
change the image of our magazine at
the expense of the reality of hang
gliding, in order to impress the DOA.
We believe that Skysailor should be a
6

true reflection of all the hang gliding
community so that it is truly an open
forum for "the information and
entertainment of hang gliding pilots in
Australia."
Any attempts to censor this
freedom of speech by a certain
minority, and allow only the printing of
"legal" activities will certainly be a
dishonest representation of hang
gliding. It's our magazine, we pay for it,
and we want to know what is really
going on. It took the DOA 10 years to
allow us to fly over 300ft. How long will
it take them to realise that this is a free
sport where we all take responsibility
for our own lives. No-one can throw a
net over the sky.
Hand in hand with our ever
is
the
increasing "respectability"
growing bureaucracy of the HGFA,
which really amounts to excess wing
loading and parasitic drag on us, the
people who fund the Federation. We
would like to refuse to pay for
unnecessary costs including extra
expenses at the national conventions
and the glossy paper Skysailor is now
printed on but we don't have much say
in what happens once we faithfully
send on our fees each year. Let's have
some real accounting to members
each year.
And if our magazine becomes just
a glossy mouthpiece for those bent on
respectability and approval, then we
would like to refuse to pay for that too.
Here's to freedom, both in the sky
and in all we say.
Ashley Wilmott, Torquil Cameron,
Mark Moulston, Craig Hoddinott, Joe
Scott, Mark Richards, Bob Moulston,
Peter Wilson, Kevin Gleeson, Terry
Anderson,
Rolf
Muller,
Garth
Wimbush, Warren Rae, Nick Palaric
and Martin Braatz.

EDS NOTE:
Sorry to shatter your
beliefs but he air is not free! However
free we would like to think the sport is
we are still bound by the Air
Navigation Regulations and our ANa
95.B.
As regards your dislike of
Skysailor's "glossy' paper it is in fact
less costly in the long run than using a
cheaper paper with a shiny cover.

Dear Sue
I was surprised to read in the
Nov. issue that I had been offered the
right of reply to Adam Hunt's letter. It
was news to me!
Your reply implies that I am a
member of the HGFA executive. I would
like to point out that I am an employee, I
attend exec. meetings but have no voting
rights, nor do I formulate policy. Therefore any criticism of the terms of my
employment should be directed to the
HGFA Executive.
Regards, Bernie Baer

Dear Sue,
This letter is written on behalf
of the Central Coast Hang Gliding
Association as a result of the latest
serious accident which occured at
"Crommorty Hill" Forresters Beach on
4th October. While reports to hand
vary considerably, it seems to be obvious
that the incident resulted from a lack of
experience from the pilots concerned
who were Hang 2 (two of them) and no
rating.
With very little experience, these
pilots should not have even considered
flying as Crommory (and Crackneck) are
rated Hang 3. They are rated Hang 3
because even on the best of days they
can be tricky, on take-off, landing and in
the air. Just ask one of the dozens of
pilots who have been helped out of the
bush.
In future, any pilot who is not
rated Hang 3 (or the equivalent under
the new system) or is not an experienced
Hang 2, with a safety officer present
who will vouch for their ability, will be
asked not to fly. If the pilot still chooses
to fly, they will be reported to the
H.G.F.A. for whatever disciplinary action
they may wish to take.
Unfortunately, this step has
become necessary because of the
exaggerated experience and airtime of
many pilots who show up wishing to fly
and also concern shown by Gosford
Council (who control Crommorty) over
the recent accident. We don't want to
lose the use of a great site for ourselves,
and any visiting pilots, who are most
welcome, because a small number of
pilots ignore site ratings and choose to
fly sites beyond their present ability.
Gary Morphett
President
Central Coast Hang Gliding Assoc.
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~ upon a time, far,

far away in

the L.9l9{p O!F oz....
.. there was a great Gig competition with
rots ofpretty co[oured liang g[idersi where the wick!-d witch of
the 0{prth f£ast wou[d send a nasty 20 kJ. sea Greeze Gefore lialf
the round cou[dget off the ramp.
I had worked it out by the third day, from getting
hammered the first two days in all the wrong places,
plus a "close encounter" of the worst kind coming into
land over some cane fields and trees. A new glider at a
new site in rough air sure won't give you buckets of
confidence.
Up higher, the thermals were better organised and it
felt good to look at the scenery and relax at 6,000 feet.
The glide out from the end of the valley across the flat
to goal at Gargett was really beautiful; just about all
the land has been cultivated for sugar cane except the
river beds and sharp peaks of rock outcrops clustered in
trees. The beer never went down so good as we stood
outside Gargett pub and watched the cane fields go up
in flames in the dusky afternoon.
John Duncan 'about to step off the edge of the Eungella abyss'.

rrhis was in the faG[ed va[[ey of
f£unge[[a, or Getter Kttown as
yung-a-[a!

There were some truely amazing performances from our
top OZ pilots, who stayed high and flew by with the
determination and commitment that made this
competition really tough. The sponsorship was great
with prizes going to 10th place, and articles in the
local newspapers made us look keen.
p.s. Most of us lived happily ever after.

by Jufius Mal(I(

Only two days were drizzly this year with the rest
getting 5 rounds in before the wind came over the back.
They said it would be different, racing along the edge
of the valley through chunky turbulance, coring tight
and hard in small, punchy bubbles with the
highlights being the take offs and landings in
unpredictable gusts. It was different!
Anybody who has flown here before will tell you how
to do it but not where! You had to find that out! It
was, get high, gun down the ridge, hoping for another
bubble, score it and core it as far as the drift would
allow, then punch headwind up the valley. It was
easier with 49 pilots spread out, showing the way but
not wonderful when we wer all grovelling above the
spurs.
7
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table top hills surrounded by green
treed slopes. One was similar to
the shape of Australia. I gained
the next thermal near Tarrawong,
crossing the Fitzroy as I climbed. I
was getting low just before the
station Floreyvale and had the
bomb doors open figuring out how to
land cross wind between the
windrows of logs in the paddock
ahead. Luckily I picked up a
thermal out of the rocky creek bed.
I drifted reasonably low over the
homestead but did not see any
specta tors. This thermal was one of
the best I had and gained gobs of
height. The Mackenzie was now a
series of scattered waterholes. I
crossed the river once again. There
were clear areas to the north and to
the west. I thought if I kept
heading north I might be stopped
by the seabreeze as had happened
on a previous flight at Cairns. So I
went west. The next 40 to 50 K's
were
uneventful. There
was
nothing on the ground and nothing
on the map except the Tropic of
Capricorn. Homesteads were about
10K's apart with every third
property having an air strip.
I was again getting low and
thinking of landing at a property
with an airstrip. It was a fair way
cross wind and I did not think I
could make it. There appeared to
be a shiny shed beside a tarred
road about 7K's ahead so I
continued on. I was down to about
1000 feet when I realized that the
shed was a dam. I found a source of
lift coming from a dried out gully.
Gained a couple hundred feet but
lost it. I could not concentrate. I was
worried about getting so close to 100
miles and then having to land.
"Have I been in the air 4 1/2
hours?" "Not long enough!" I had
been hearing the occasional voice
on the CB with no batteries. I had
been hearing Eagles squeaking
around me but could not see them.
"Am I going bonkers?" Then whack
the nose points to ground and the
harness jumps with the tow strap
catching on the side wire but
10

releases as the nose goes skywards.
I bank it into a tight 360 in a
desperate bid to stay in the lift
and start to climb. After about 10
turns the lift escapes me. Nerves
were getting to me. It had not been
a smooth flight and I was feeling
nauseous. I tried to vomit but no
result. Then I saw an eagle circling
nearby. I moved over to him and
together we climbed to the L'eagle
limit where he flies off and I lose
the thermal but the cooler air
cleared my head.
The next likely source of lift was
two bulldozers clearing the bush
probably for expansion of the
nearby coal mine. There was no
sniff of diesel fumes so I changed
tack for the next homestead. It had
"JELLINBAH" painted on the roof.
The was no lift. "Will I land here?
Maybe I still haven't flown 100
miles". So I went for the back
paddocks. I crossed the Mackenzie
once again. "It looks as if I can ford
the river to get back." There was
some light lift which extended the
glide so I pressed onto the next
homestead. The landing area
looked a bit tight and with my
luck we might end up in the power
lines. ''I'll land in the paddock
about 2 K's from the homestead.
Hm still about 600 feet up. Too
high to land. I'll just keep gliding
till I hit the deck. Every K counts."
I glided for a K or two when the
vario started to tweeter and then
100 up. ''I'll just try a 360 and land
if I hit sink. That was comfortable.
I'll just keep doing them." I started
to rise about 10 foot a turn. I just
kept turning. The lift increased.
"This is luxury. Wow I must have a
Hundred Miles." I topped out in
the smoothest and most relaxed
thermal of the day.
'Now where to go?" There were
two mines to the north and one to
the west. (A bit like navigating
through the Persian Gulf.) A
sizable town stood 40K's away but I
would not make that. There was
something shiny near the Gregory

Coal Mine. "May be it's the
workmans quarters." I strike no lift
on the glide. The quarters turn out
to be an electrical substation. Not
the best place to land. Any way I
now had little hope of scratching
in across the trees. So I changed
course and headed for the nearest
landing in the scrub. "Hey there's a
car. What luck. Oh no it's moving
off. Its stopped again. They must
have seen me." As I came in for a
landing I realised they were
constructing a fence. I did an ostrich
landing in the sand at 5:10. No
reaction. I started packing up.
After about 5 minutes a fellow
came over to tell me that I was at
"Talagai" about 10 miles from
Tierri near Emerald. He took me to
the main road . I had a nightmare
ride on the back of his table top
truck trying to hold onto the kite
with one hand and to trying to
hold onto the truck with the other.
I hitched a ride into Town with
Brian Lloyd whose family put me
up for the night.
As I was going to land down the
bottom I had not arranged any
phone in point. I rang every number
I thought Pete may have rung.
Meanwhile back at the farm Pete
had called the police who were out
looking for me and were all set for
a full scale search at day break. By
about 8:00pm I contacted the police
who relayed my location. I must
have picked the best family in
Tierri as they gave more than I
could eat for dinner and breakfast
as well as a pair of shorts to
replace mine which were filthly
dirty from the ride on the back of
the truck.
My mind was buzzing with
excitement as I began to realize
that I had flown well over
100miles and I was eager to get the
maps to measure the distance.
Actual flight length was about
230K's.
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Victorian HilllgGliding Championships
Nov
14& 15, 21 & 22, 28 &29
Dec
5&6.
.'

Freestyle Competition sponsored by 1MB
Jan 10 Stanwell Park, NSW.
-Jan 17 Substantial Prize money. .
..
Details from John Coby (042) 942323 .

--<

Flatlahds 81'. / . » . / . •.
Dec28 . Ref~;d~t~ilsN6'" Skysailor or phone
-Jan 8
DenisCu
ings065724747 ·

mm

: ..:::\.~:r:· .::;<':::>:\:.:::::':::::': ::::::' :\?>:::. :<.::.:'
Rainbow Beach Ft.lIlFly Ill.
..
Dec26 •. Retetdetails NO'vSkysailor
-Dec 28
.....
.,

...

"'.-,:
,
.. ,

"."

.

tV()rldChampi()!i.ships
Jan 25
In Mt.Buffalo
~Feb 13
Sponsored by Swan Breweries.
Details fromHGF A.

....

1988Newz~11anclc:iGhtpi()nships
Dec 27
-Jan 8

1988 Corryong Cup.
Jan 15 . . . $1000
Tan 18 Docking (042) 96

VenueisHawkesBay,SEofN
Island. Entry feeNZ$l 00.
For more info contact:
Sec;, PO Box 817, Wellington, NZ.

::,:,:

".::

Lawrence Haq~ravesCompetition
Feb 20 Stanwell Park, NSW.
~Feb 28
Details Nov issue.

-.-'.

.

TOW GEAR
DC Tow Load - Towing Tension Meters with safety over-tension warning buzzer- $162 .
• Bridles -$31.50 • Weak link twine - $8.00 roll· 5mm tow rope (250m rolls) - $30 roll (+ Freight)

BATTERY CHARGERS
To charge from car cig. lighter sockets.
Ni-cads (AA - as in AM and UHF radios) -$58.00
Gel Cells (let me know battery size) -$63.00
Both types give full charge in 12 - 15 hours and are safe for continuous use.

BORGELT VARIO WITH SPEED COMMAND
The only varia with glide-mode "speed command".
Includes· Air Speed· Total Energy Variometer • Altimeter· Netto Variometer • 30sec Averager
• a very "listenable" audio for climb and "Speed Command" glide· 6 vott rechargeable Gel cell with inbuilt battery fast
charger for charging off 12 volt car battery· Large white-an-blue L.C.D. displays for easy accurate reading.
Prototypes (1 or 2 left) - $900
Production models - $980 for sales in 1987
ORDER NOW, as there may only be a limited number available before Xmas 1987.

"Ol' EAGLE EYES" FLIGHT GLASSES
UVand Blue filtered for protection and enhanced vision in the air. Excellent thermal/cloud spotters. Wrap around
frames (hang gliding wind stoppers) or plain frames (gliders and enclosed cockpits). All with safety frames and CR39
lenses. Plain optical lenses - $96.00 Prescription lenses - $121.00

ORDER
Denis Cummings, "Phoenix Park", Dights Crossing, Singleton 2330
Phone (065) 72 4747

Dealer enquiries welcome.
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The DUNCANS
Shane, Rick & Russell

IMAGINE a conical shaped hill where you can take off at any time - no matter what the wind direction.
Imagine too, that the conical hill is part of a flight park with kiosks, barbecue facilities and plenty to interest
family and friends while you concentrate on flying -no more fuming wives, bored girl friends and wingeing kids.
It's already a reality in the United States and, to some extent, in Japan. The Duncan brothers - Shane, Rick and
Russell- believe flight parks will be a reality in Australia too before long.
But that's not all they predict. Powered hang gliders are in
the process of becoming legal, and once that happens the
Duncans believe there will be a marked increase in their
numbers.

TORONTO KITEMEH DISCOVER
Nwn llAAY OF FISH SPOTTING .

According to Rick, ''Trikes will become a major part of hang
gliding, mainly as "slaves" to hang glider pilots."
He sees people learning to fly from the conical hills and
then moving on to tow launching. "This is a large country
with a relatively small population which inevitably means
not too many roads. There are even fewer roads to the top of
hills and a total lack of facilities when you do get there.
"Australia is also fairly flat with relatively few suitable sites
for cross country. On top of that there's the problem of all
the site closures which appear to be mainly because of
possible litigation problems".
It's because of the problems of site scarcity, difficult access
and site closures that the Duncans believe trikes will be
12
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playing a major role in hang gliding by
the 1990's. It's a move they foresaw
some years back.

"In the future there will be extra ratings
- aero towing extensions, car towing
extensions, winch towing extensions
-all aimed at making it a safer sport.

Today, as owners of Airborne
Windsports, Shane, Rick, Russell and
mate, Chris Brandon, who has been
with them from the word go, are
gearing up for that day, In fact their
dream is to own a factory with an
airstrip and ideal flying facilities,
"where we can go flying at lunchtime."

"People are definitely going to do it.
The need is to teach them through
schools so that hang gliding remains
the reasonably safe sport is has been
in the last couple of years."

Father, Kevin, an Australian champion
himself at one stage, was responsible
for all three of his sons becoming
involved with the sport. As with so
many others in the late 60's, he saw Bill
Moyes flying and was hooked. He
persuaded Bill to teach him to fly.
At that time tow flying (kite flying) was
part of the Water Skiing Association
and involved a water ski start. Kevin
was a keen water skiier and kite flying
was a natural extension, The boys were
all good water skiiers but before
learning to fly Kevin insisted they
learnt to barefoot water ski.

Rick - current Australian champion.

All the Duncan boys agree it was their
father's constant support that has
helped them. Speaking for them all
Russell said, "Father always went flying
with us. Everything we did in sport he
always followed up to the age of 17 or
18 years.
Even their mother, Ann gave it a go
and was undoubtedly one of the first
women in Australia to fly a kite.
Today Shane works part time at the
factory and teaches, as does Chris.
Both have an interest in Airborne and
both work at coal mines to help keep
the factory solvent. It takes time and
money for Rick and Russell to attend
comps, and the four have an amicable
arrangement that obviously works.

Kevin, 1973, Gosford. Rope broke at 800',
looped, no king post so broke negative.

Shane, now 29, was the first to learn
when he was 12. Ricky (26) began two
years later when he was 11, and Russell
(25), followed two years later again . By
April 1975 all were Australian
champions. Kevin won the Australian
Kite
championships,
Rick
was
Australian
Junior,
Russell
the
Australian sub-junior, and Shane the
Australian Ski Plane champion.

Ann -At Myal/ lakes, December 1969.

Australian Champion87,17
Swan Premium World Masters 87
.1St Region II USA Qam ps 87
StanweU Park Freestyle Champiori 86
Ansett Fosters QldQampion 86 . ...,.
Member of Winning Americas cup team 86
Competitor in 3 World Qamps•.•.... 3rd 76, 4th 83, 5th 85
.
NSWSt~te Qamps2nd 86, 1st 84~
Australian Distance Record.85 292km

Russell's2oinpetitio~Resu1ts
Australian National Laddcr3rd 87
Australian Flatlands Compo 2nd 87 ·
Australian Nationals 3rd 87
Swan Premium WorlclMasters
NSW State Titles 2nd 84, 2nd 83
Fosters Qallenge, England 4 th 84
QldXC ReCord 155km ...•
.
.Florida XC Recorcl80 miles

Airborne Windsports originally began
as a part time business about 10 years
ago with Kevin servicing hang gliders.
Inevitably his sons became involved,
and eventually they took over the
business. They've been manufacturing
for about five years, mainly trike wings
and motorised hang gliders.
Rick and Russell are very much of the
same mind as to the future. Russell
says, "Hang gliding will always be foot
launchable off mountains, but in the
future you will be able to go to airstrips
as well, where there's a club house and
families can enjoy a barbecue and a
drink.
"It's more of a leisure way to go and
still have fun instead of just sitting on
top of a hill with no facilities, no toilets
etcetera".

'Woos'
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Top Row
1, Camping area,
2, Glen Howard setting up assisted
by Brigette,
3, Joe Scott,

Centre Row
4, Lee Scott receives "Winners Cup"
from Meet Director Bob Barnes.
5. Terry Anderson receives 3rd Place Cup.
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MID NORTH COAST GLIDERS
R.M .B. Hannam Vale Road, Lorne 2439
Phone (065) 56 9692
HANG GLIDING LESSONS AND EQUIPMENT

NEED AIRTIME?
WANT TO INCREASE YOUR HANG GLIDING SKILLS?
MID NORTH COAST GLIDERS, SITUATED JUST 5 HOURS NORTH OF SYDNEY, HAS
ACCESS TO ALL YEAR ROUND FLYING.
IN A 20 KM RADIUS FROM OUR NEWLY COMPLETED BUNKHOUSE, THERE ARE
MORE SITES THAN ANYWHERE ELSE IN AUSTRALIA FOR THE NOVICE TO THE
ADVANCED PILOT. A BIG CLAIM, BUT TRUE.
WE ARE NOW OPERATING HANG GLIDING HOLIDAYS AND COURSES FOR
VISITING PILOTS. SO, IF YOU ARE A NOVICE OR ADVANCED PILOT JUST WISHING
TO HAVE A HANG GLIDING HOLIDAY OR MAYBE NEEDING TUITION IN ADVANCED
FIELDS, LEE SCOTT AND DANNY SCOTT WILL BE THERE TO ASSIST YOU.
SO FIND YOURSELF IN AN AREA WHERE NOT ONLY THE FLYING IS BRILLIANT,
BUT ALSO ENJOY THE SECLUDED BEACHES, NATIONAL PARKS, RIVERS AND
LAKES, AND THE MANY OTHER ACTIVITIES WHICH CAN BE HAD IN THIS UNIQUE
PART OF AUSTRALIA.
BUNKHOUSE ACCOMMODATION:
FROM $6.00 per night to $20.00
(ali meals inclusive)
GROUP DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON HOLIDAYS AND COURSES CONTACT:
LEE SCOTT on 065 569692

MID NORTH COAST GLIDERS
PROVIDING A HANG GLIDING SERVICE WITH A DIFFERENCE.
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• STAY BACK, STAY CLEAR AND CALL FOR
EXPERT HELP ie the Electricity Authority or
Emergency services. If this sounds heartless remember
that losing one life is better than losing two.

I
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WHAT IF YOU'VE LANDED IN POWER LINES?
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THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW
Accidents have shown that many pilots do not
understand how deadly power lines can be. Remember
that:
• Power lines can be virtually invisible from the air.
• Because you are able to see one line, don't think it's
the only one in the vicinity. Lines often divide or run
parallel some distance away.
• Power lines are not insulated and contact with them
is usually fatal.
• Lines broken by accident can still be alive when lying
on the ground.
• The ground in the vicinity of the broken line can
electrocute people who approach the broken line.
• Line voltages are not small; typically 12700, 22000 or
66000 volts but the actual value is unimportant because
ALL of the voltages are lethal.
HOW TO PREVENT AN ACCIDENT
• Before you fly, identify the lines in your vicinity especially near take-off and possible landing areas.
• Mark power line routes on maps.
• During flight look for indicators which identify the
presence of lines - regularly spaced poles or towers (or
their shadows), farms or isolated buildings,
roadways, cleared tracks, small bare circular patches.
• Make sure that competition controllers highlight
line locations and dangers at all pre-flight briefings.
• Give special attention to visiting pilots whose
understanding of English might be poor.
• Remain alert to power lines, especially on take-off
and landing.
• Do not intentionally fly beneath a line as other
wires are sometimes present on the same pole line.

• If you have crashed and become entangled or
suspended STAY WHERE YOU ARE AND WAIT
UNTIL APPROPRIATE HELP ARRIVES. Do not touch
any line, pole, line hardware etc. Do not unhook
yourself or make contact with the ground.
• If you must extricate yourself because of fire or other
reasons, do so by
- jumping as far as possible away from any wires
lying on the ground. Keep clear of any fences, poles,
towers or metallic structures which could be energised.
- Try to alight with both feet together and move
using very small steps until you are quite a few metres
away from any fallen line.

THINK WIRES
• Contact the local Electricity Supply Authority
office for the correct telephone number to call in an
emergency and carry it with you and in all retrieve
vehicles.
• Clubs and associations can erect warning signs or
arrange with the electricity authority for line
warning markers near take-offs and landings.
This article has been reprinted in part from a warning
brochure issued by the State Electricity Commission of
Victoria specifically for pilots and parachutists. We
are grateful for their concern.

:..~:. ~:.-~. :.
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WHAT IF THERE IS AN ACCIDENT?
• If you are ever near the scene of an accident STOP!,
don't approach the victim or run towards any pole or
power line as the victim, glider and area may be
electrified.
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Either way you look at it
The

MAKES SENSE
As a

FIRST glider.

(90% of S'C H'G School students
fly a VISION from DAY ONE).
It will help the Novice IMPROVE
his or her flying quickly,
particularly Thermal and XC flying.
While the older style Single Surface gliders simply don't have the upper
speed glide angle to clear trouble spots of sink and make it to the next
thermal source or landing area with comfort, yester-years H.P. Gliders do
not inspire confidence because they feel so much less controllable from
Take off, to Coring Thermals, to Landing.

RECREATIONAL Glider for the Intermediate or Advanced
Pilot who does not fancy himself as a 'Top Gun" and does not want to
waste a lot of money trying to prove it, the VISION is offered with a range
of performance options :
As a

- VG with Slack Wire Compensator
- Thin Profile 25mm SAFE EDGE Foil Uprights and Speed Bar
- 22mm Foil Kingpost and Thin profile speed wires to give you a High Speed Performance and Glide that will shock a lot of
your Peers with their big Wingspan, Loose-Wired, Hard-to-Handle Gliders.

Also as a Small Site Coastal Cruiser and Fanger the VISION remains
unchallenged with its slower bottom-end speed and predictable handling.

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
(071459185)
Chevallum Road, Palmwoods 4555
AND for the ALL-OUT Determined young Hotie, we can still supply you
with a High-Tech Racer that will Blow your Socks off.
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THE DELRA YDERBY Otherwise known as the CoopJacurripa Cup_
We rolled into the campsite on the Delray
property filled with anticipation. Only Joe
our driver had flown Cooplacurripa before,
and his stories of previous flights here kept
us awake on the drive south of Crescent
Head, and inland through these rolling hills
with magnificent peaks jutting westward.

The three take-off areas were more evenly patronised
this day as pilots set up and launched into large,
active cycles as soon as possible. For those who got up,
which was most of the field, it was a difficult upwind
task to get to the turn point, but enough managed it to
make the day valid. Many pilots were content to fly
back to the camp site after various forays to cloudbase,
around 7,500' and beyond.
Lee Scott made the flight of the competition to 4 kms
short of goal, whilst rookie Colin McDougall in his
first XC flight also made a great distance.
Monday dawned grim and uninviting, with heavy
cloud cover and a strong westerly blowing. No one was
keen, except probably Shane Duncan who made the
most trips up to the take-off this weekend. The
presentations were made around lOam. Lee Scott won
the competition, with Craig Worth second, (both from
the mid-north coast) and Terry Anderson from
Goulburn third (his first competition ever).

Pilot briefing at the 'Coopla Hilton'

Up early Saturday morning, 3rd October, and the sky
looked overcast and unpromising. However, reports
from the crew that flew here yesterday kept
enthusiasm high - tales of 6000' and above and large
consistent thermals.
Some time later and over 2000' higher the convoy of
assorted vehicles, from Hondas to 4WDs, reached the
three take-offs. Take-off number two was heavily
attended but no one was hurrying. Virtually no wind
and very light thermals kept everyone waiting for
another to test out the air. As each pilot launched,
needing the full run to the end of the ramp, it became
obvious that most would experience a superlatively
smooth glide to the bomb-out wnes. However, the
view from the landing area showed the extent of the
large ridge running many kilometres westward.

Many thanks must go to Bob Barnes and wife Narelle
for organising the event so well, as well as to John
Ritchie and Gary Hazell, President and Treasurer
respectively of the Mid-North Coast Hang Gliding
Association. For great flying and a chance to mix with
a great bunch of flyers from all over NSW be at the
next Cooplacurripa Cup, whoops, I mean Delray
Derby.
Ashley Wilmott
Secretary
Mid North Coast Hang Gliding Association

Back at camp we were surprised to see one pilot land
and Terry Anderson was the only pilot to make it to
the tum point westward along the ridge.
The second day was promising from the outset and
lovely Cu's were forming as the pilots briefing was
held-rather quickly. The same tum point - with a
downwind leg to Stroud as goal was decided upon.

'Most popular' landing paddock
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" .....REASURER'S REPORT
As Treasurer, I'd like to comment briefly on the
matters raised by Adam Hunt and replied to by Phil
Mathewson in the Nov. issue.
1.
The wording of the motion (18) left out the
important word- "air-fares".
The intent of the
motion is that air-fares will be paid for two Delegates
from each State, not as was the case for the 1987
Convention.
Delegates themselves have never
received any remuneration and this situation is
unchanged.
2.
The salary for our administrator ($20,000 pa)
is in lieu of, not in addition to, the previous
arrangements whereby the (executive) Secretary
received approx. $10,000 pa (as part time
"Administrator") and the Secretary/Clerk received
approx. $10,000 pa. Therefore the cost is the same as
last year.

"WIZARDS
OF OZ"
THE HANG GLIDING VIDEO
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL
$49.00 incl. postage

"WIZARDS" -

"FREESTYLE '83" $49.00 incl. postage
"WIZARDS plus "FREESTYLE '83"
- $69.00 incl. postage
Great Christmas present for a friend.
Cheque - PARK COMFORT HANG GLIDING
Post 3a Raymond Rd, Thirroul 2515
N.S.W.

Finally, I 'am pleased to announce that the Audit
for the 1986-87 Accounts has been finalised and the
signed
audit
certificate
received
from
the
Accountants - Messrs. Stapleton Denning.

AcRIRL
TcL:HNIL:~
HANG GLIDING SCHOOL-STANWELL PARK

P.O. BOX 180, HELENSBURGH
N.S.W.2508
PHONE (042) 942545

GLIDERS:

Whatever Moyes gliders you have in mind - Mission, GTR or
GTR Racer - they're here for you to test fly. So give us a call to
arrange a fly and a great deal.

POD HARNESSES:

Improved design with thicker foam in tail for more defined shape
and more comfortable leg loop modification - $400

PARACHUTES:

One of the best chutes in the world. Made in the USA by
High Energy Sports - $420

Choice of Ball, Afro and Litek
INSTRUMENTS:
ALTIMETERS:
Barometric Altimeter made in W. Germany - $140
3 RING TOW RELEASES: Reliable and Safe - $34.50

lOOIEmm'iY
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FOR ALL YOUR HANG GLIDING NEEDS CONTACT CHRIS AT
AERIAL TECHNICS ON (042) 942545
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INVITATION
TO ALL PILOTS

DREAMS
COME TRUE
It was somethlng I had dreamed of doing, and now I've done it.

pi1otsar~i~:it~d into

cornela the Worl~Charnpions~ips
Bright from .. 22nd January to 14th
febr~crry, 19M. . .It~ill be . a good
chance for pilotswhOhaven'fflown.

i.~ tlt~. ~\ltta12~~(!~tp~~joyexcellent .
?,C flyinganctsupporrour Aus traHah
Tean'!:;······:·: ......
.
.
. .

.·Pre e·• ·£lyers··.

ar~• ·:.3elb~rtle:• •tO.·:•.fl~ • · : fter··

the .sompetitor.s ~f

the

sites we ate
v:slngfor.the~haInp i6nshlpsoratany
of the ()thersite~ inlhearea/ 1\1t
:suifalo\villilotbe used duriRgthe
fir~t half of tlte cornpetitionill'ld we
ate hoping to open up another site as
lligh >as . Buffalo in the Kiewa

· ~:1'~~i~ii t::{;I'f.e%.'1~:::i ~ ~d

techriicians.Evenif you can hell' out
fOf . p(lrtof .• •· thecotppetition,}'()u
shouldeall ·at the headquartersa.t
Brigll~ . . Sllhe bl.lndingwhertyo~
~rri\,ein 13righl }>·.··· » ..... »<> />

When my car needed to go in for repairs for a couple of days and I
couldn't find alternative transport to get from home (Cresen;
Head) to work (Macksville), I thought "well bugger it, I'll fly!!
I'll fly to work."
It wasn't ~ery far - not as far as Airley Beach or Cape Tribulation
(Cape CoIl for those who know it better as that), and not as
exciting as getting ROTORED at Snapper Island, eh Mango? But
that's another story.
But I'~e al,ways wanted to FLY TO WORK (as opposed to "work
to fly whIch many of us have been doing for some time) so I did.
It was great, just great. Even made you WANT to go to work.
Whilst I'm babbling on - if you are ever over the Daintree River
an? you've j~st ~ll~d your motor, and this gorgeous wee Scottish
VOIce starts nngmg m your ear-"Never smile at a crocodile
Never tip your hat and stop to talk a while
Never run
Walkaway
Say goodnight
And not g'day
I'll never smile at Mr. Crocodile"
I mean, what can you do? But lay back and YAHOO justYAA
HOOOOOO!
'
Coconut Joe

li~~I~~;:~~~!r;i~ij~~;;
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plU boys. ItlYill prob(lbly be :a long
While b e£ot¢Australia·hos ts · another
.'Yorlf1 Cll(lrnpionsNp; /..
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Meetriir&ctol'
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YOUR LIFE!
THREE CHOICES
Currently you have three Parachutes
to choose from
1) BULLET AUSTRALIAN MADE

$425

2) PRO LITE American Made

$420

3) PARALOGIC 5th African Made

$395

The BULLET IS AUSTRALIAN MADE and
available direct or through H/G Agents.
The Prolite is sold by 5kysoaring Industries.
The Paralogic is sold by Aerial Technics/Moyes.
50 you have a choice. But how to choose?
Price? (They are all within $30 in price).
Performance? Size? Weight? They are similar.
Naturally we would like you to buy our Parachute. not just because its
AUSTRALIAN but because it offers you top value.

*
*
**
*
*

*
*

*
*
*

*

Its guaranteed for 12 months against faulty materials and workmanship.
Has a published rate of descent for a given load.
Is backed by a company with 20 years of Parachute knowledge.
Produced to A51822 Total Quality Control.
Offers a free integrity inspection and repack if used in an emergency.
Can be repaired locally using the originally specified materials.
Can be fitted into a remote deploy kit if you decide to do aerobatics.
Uses the latest materials to reduce weight and bulk.
Weighs only 3 lb.
In stock for immediate shipment.
Packed free ready to use with inner bag.
Free owners manual.

50 when you decide you need a Parachute ask for BULLET by name.
AUSTRALIAN MADE for Australian Conditions.
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PARACHUTES AUSTRALIA
55 PHILPOTT ST, MARRICKVILLE N.S.w. 2204
TEL: (02) 519 1333 TLX: 72658 PARAUS
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Feb in the Ben Nevis area. For indepth
details
about
this
challenging
comp,
take
the
priviledge of ringing Wes on 052
786978 (home)

On ya Victorians,
I am glad to see that we are
gearing up for a summer's flying.
Already big distances have been
flown off the tow up in North of
Victoria.
On the cup weekend
Grant Heaney flew 82km to
Dunolly reaching heights of a good
5000' then the next day flew 52 km
to Elnore at 5000' .
Mike Rows flew 60 km from the
same location the first day then 25
km the next just reaching 5000'
ASL. To top it off Alan Beavis
raced in for 74 km reaching 4500'
ASL. Compare those distances to
last summer's best flight from Ben
Nevis of 110 km to Horsham (that
just made me excited!).

Shane Gleeson and Tony Dennis
organised
a
learn-how-to-tow
weekend at Holbrook in NSW.
There was a good turn up of Dave
McLean, Jeanette and Andrew
Phillips, Geoff Leach, Kevin Rook,
Rowan Holtcamp, Peter Weston,
Mike
Grimeshaw
and
Ray
Barnsley.
Tony's winch worked really well
but the weather was not at its best
with a thunderstorm on the
Saturday and a very changeable
wind on the Sunday. There was a
mishap with an EF6 when the tow
bridle was attached to the hang
loops rather than the keel. That
caused the centre of gravity to be
moved forward when tension was
taken up on the tow line and so the
glidr refused to take-off and
crashed into the ground. The pilot
was OK luckily. Tony thought Ray
Barnsley was a great help with
the winch and I thought that was
nice to hear.

The North-Eastern Hang Gliding
Club is going great guns. Bruce
Barcham and Forrest Park from the
Free Flight Hang Gliding School
have been organised to give lessons
on flying and towing.
Now here is something to freak you
all out! The ultimate in fun and
excitement you can have while not
in your hang glider! It's a "VHGA
WING DING" "YIPPEE".
It happens at
7.30 pm 4/12/87
Victoria College Burwood Campus
Ground Floor Building B
221 Burwood Highway
BURWOOD.
It Costs:
$10 per head
and:
BYO alcohol
Tickets From: VHGA committee
members.
What is it?
Its whatever you
want it to be; it's a rage, party, get
together, social night, meeting,
booze-up, get down, get up again.
It's bliss. We've got the agora,
we've got the BBQ, we've got the
salads and sweets and wet T-shirt
comps and balloons and streamers,
So Get Down There And Boogie!!
Yippieeeeeeee !!
Myles

If you are like me and are thinking

"Wow! Wow! Fly! Fly!"; but then
remember "Oh No - Work! Work!
9-5 air conditioned offices, monday
to friday, boredom, depression";
then the answer may be here Steve Sherar found a landing
paddock at Mt Dandenong so ring
him up about the vital details.
The paddock is owned by the
Salvation Army and is on
Sheffield Road, Melways Edition
15, map 65 J6. Please don't drive in,
carry your kites out. Now we may
be able to thermal after work!
Our trusty competition director (my
hero) Wes Hill is organising the
Victorian Open Hang Gliding
Championships for the 20-28 of
Geoff Martin - Suburban soaring at Long Reef, Sydney
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STATE SOARING CENTRE
SAHGA is looking at establishing
a permanent base in the State
which will be set up for towing
with clubhouse, sheds etc. We are
having some problems finding
suitable paddocks which are large
enough for our purposes but still
within our price range.
FLYING
CROWEATERS CORNER
South Australia returns with a
vengeance to the torrid pages of
Skysailor to give all of you
peripheral States an insight into
what Terry Tipstall is up to.
Terry has been very busy devising
ways and means of processing
his/her accumulation of facts, lies,
half truths, innuendos, castigations
etc, etc into a format that is
readily digestible to Skysailor
readers.
Unfortunately, by the time he/she
prepares it I fear that Skysailor
will be such an upmarket magazine
(based on its improving standard)
that he/she may have to put it
into a video. Such is life.
The majority of SA pilots have
praised the recent Skysailors for
their
content,
format
and
professionalism - well done Sue
and your helpers. Obviously a
well presented magazine will
invite a higher standard of
contribution as well as perhaps
more advertisers.
1987 STATE CaMPS
These will be well under way by
the time you read this, wi th the
initial rounds being held on Oct 10
and subsequent weekends on Oct
30/Nov1; Nov 7/8; Nov 21/22 and
Nov 28/29. These rounds will be
based in the mid north area of SA
about 2 hours north of Adelaide, an
area with excellent though testing
XC potential.
24

Apart from some excellent XC
flights of up to 100 km during the
first round of the State comps
(total 630 km flown), there has
been plenty of flying at all of our
other southern sites including Mt
Terrible, Myponga, Ochre Point,
Blowhole and Cape Jervis. Our
membership is steadily increasing
and the two schools seem to have
no shortage of people wanting to
learn.
TRAINING
Larry Jones has South Coast Hang
Gliding Centre running like a well
oiled machine using tandem tuition
to advantage. He also incorporates
towing into his courses and his tow
weekends at Strathalbyn have
proved very popular.
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Dermot Meaney of Nu Wings has
been using his 220 sq ft Delta Wings
Dream imported from USA to give
his students the opportunity of
tandem soaring and has had a good
response from those who have been
up. Dermot also gets up to the mid
north as often as he can, to use his
hydraulic winch in giving the
students an opportunity to taste
some thermals.
SAHGA ANSWERING SERVICE
There is nothing more frustrating
than having a great XC flight and
then sitting on the road waiting for
hours to be retrieved.
Quite often the delay is caused by
human error, messages are misread
or forgotten and drivers end up
emptying fuel tanks looking for
pilots they can't find.
Usingpubsas phone in points can be
OK if they are reliable, however
over the last two seasons we have
used a professional answering
service which although OK, was
quite expensive ($400 for 6
months). SAHGA decided after
hearing
of
Paul
Mollison's
adventures
and
subsequent
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answering machine purchase to
investigate
the viability and
suitability of one of these
machines.
We purchased a CODE-A-PHONE
3530 for around $400 and now have
a service that operates year round
and can be accessed remotely by
using a tone phone or a tone sender.
So far it does the job, but I'll let you
know after the summer season ends
if it has any major shortfalls.
UHF RADIOS
A small but increasing number of
SAHGA pilots are opting for UHF
radios instead of the larger and
less reliable CB 27 Mhz radios.
The quality of reception in these
UHF radios is amazing and our
flying sites in the mid north coast
are well serviced with repeater
stations to boost the signals. About
the only disadvantage with these
radios is their cost of over $600
making them one of the more costly
items of hang gliding accessories.
The other problem is that the two
frequencies cannot communicate
with each other, so we will
probably have to put up with CB
for a while yet until everyone can
afford UHF. There is no doubt that
UHF is the way to go and anyone
considering
a
communication
system should seriously evaluate
the cost/benefit of UHF radio over
CB.

JJ ~R ON 1121 'JD B7J., ORB " '

or The 7)ecline of the Time Warn
Our club has been such a hive of
activity recently that some people
are even saying that the legendary
"Byron Bay Time Warp" has
finally cleared and things are
actually getting done in this area.

the more interesting awards went
to Craig Worth for best tree
landing, and Nick Green for closest
Pub landing. Nick's skill at coring
Pub suck earned him a much
enjoyed carton of Coopers.

At the recent Chincogan festival at
Mullumbimby, we entertained the
crowd with a flying display, a
suspended glider for people to
"fly" and a float in the procession.
Our efforts were rewarded with a
trophy
from
the
festival
committee and various oohs and
aahs from the audience. Special
thanks must go to Roger, for the use
of his truck, and to the guys who
nobly gave up their Sunday to
climb out over Palmwoods and fly
over the town.

Back at home we've been enjoying
some good air both inland and on
the coast. Neil had another of his
epic flights from Palmwoods to the
Cape and back and some of the
PR2's and 3's have been making the
most of it as well, Marcus making it
out to the golf course and scratching
back to the dam, and Joe and Liz
both climbing out with the fellas.

Another
highlight
was
the
Killarney
Convergence,
NSW
Titles, hosted by us. A pat on the
back to Ian, Liz, Rick, ~ick, Don,
Mango, Marcus and the rest of the
crew who officiated at the meet.
Unfortunately, Huey was not so
kind, and the final round is to be
held at Coopla shortly. Some of

On a sadder note, we've lost
Coorabell, which leaves us a little
short of North Easterly sites we're still awaiting a response
from DoTC regarding Lennox Head.
Our final club meeting for the year
is at the Bangalow Pub on the 2nd
of December, so if you're in the
area we'd be glad to see you there.
Safe flying and Happy New Year,
Joe & Greg.
25
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SAFETY DIRECTOR'S UPDATE
Since my last report in July, our
first Safety Officers meeting as
well as the Convention, have
passed and good progress has
already
been
made
in
implementing a rationalised S.O.
appointment system. As you may

be aware, at the convention a
committee was formed whose
purpose is to upgrade the current
S.O. system to incorporate the new
rating system and as a result of our
submission, the two tier S.O.
system has been accepted. As the
new rating system incorporates a
much broader theory base, it will
be necessary for all NEW Safety
Officers who wish to hold the
'Examiner'
title
to
provide
correctly written answers to all
theory questions for all four rating
levels.
Therefore
all
new
appointees will be required to
provide these answers before they
will be appointed.
However, to speed up the process of
re-rating Queensland pilots, all
S.O.'s who attended the June
Seminar and others who renewed
their ratings by September 30, (see

list below) will be sent complete
copies of guideline answers to the
new theory exams. These S.O.'s
will then be equipped to rate pilots
under the new system by July
which is the deadline. I am also
trying to get hold of VTC's VEC's
and cloud type photos etc., and
will send them to these S.O.'s as
soon as available.
FInally, H.G.F.A. will in future
have on computer the names of
current S.O.'s and only ratings
signed by these officers will be
processed.
Also I will have
available an accident analysis
report
for
Skysailor
either
December or January, based on the
reports received this year. Stay
high and safe 'till then.
Regards,
Neil Schaefer
. . ---

Current Examiner Safety Officer Listings
Name
Nev Akers
Callan McLeod
Graeme Atherton
David Stevens
Mark Berry
Ted McAlIan
Hank Van Raal te
Derek Kennedy
Scott Tucker
Richard Nevins
Neil Schaefer
Terry Jenkins
Chris Bolton
David Lamont
Jack Nash
AlfCarter

City/Town
Cairns
Yorkeys Knob
Townsville
Nerang
Kippaling
Capalaba
Waterford
Highgate Hill
Beenleigh
Southport
Rothwell
Capalaba
Cairns
Airlie Beach
Gympie
Flaxton

Phone Number
070 512438
070557190
077751224
075 926110
07 2834386
07 2330494
07 200 6194
07 8442038
07 2873297
075 324874
07 2033565
07 206 4974
070511265
079461157
071 834 881
071 457265

P.S. Please note there are several omissions from this
list which are due to the fact that those concerned
failed to take any steps to renew their ratings. I ask
these people to contact Q.H.G.A. immediately and
arrange renewal.
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Firs~6fallI'dlil2~totakethis

Anr,Annn.,t"

the very best of flying for 1988 ~a yearwhith
· sriJuldsee l~galisedIjI:IGs,possibly legal airspace <{o
. 20,OQOi, the acid tes( ofour llewRatillg system; twocolour ·
• issues of Skysrulor, aWoi'ld Championships, hang gliding
·Flight·Parks arid probablY paragliders nying·from our sites !
< I predict1988 to be a year-Of great¢hangesiIlOW:
sPbrt., our attitude; ()urdlretti6n artddeveJopment.
.. ..... .

yo&ail

Aust. . Team ( At ollJ'> lastin~tillgweaccepted >the ·
AUstralian 1'eamaspropOsed by\ theOfficial Sel2{;ljon
Panel. In alpha-order the team
be To2ai1o BRADEN,
Drew COOPER, RickbUNCAN,WoosDUNCAN,NeIl
MERSHAM;Steve MOYES, Mark NEWLAND and >Pllss ·
SCOIT/ withresetVesB6nk§BLENKINSOP . ·andOhly
FlMERLGoOd luck ch~ps ;
<
.........))
•

will

H

· weili~ussedat

· Paragliders (J>arapen1ej .
lengJ;e . .
.. jX)ssibleramificationsofaccepting .paragliders intoihi
HGFA fold . .There are probably more prosthari cons but
felt that oufprimary cOlJIses of actipn werel. Confirrrithe
DoT<:yiew t~atparag1iders were-hang glid(!rs. 2. · Fol1ll a /
sub~committee (iricluding a paraglider pilot - any offers?)to
discuss and come up with recommendations; .
.

«)ur f1~Xtmeetihgis onMQn;;

7thI>ec~ni~r at .

Sports House. Happy New Year and see YCJlfat the Worlds.>
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SKYSAILOR

In

QUEENSLAND

MAG IC 111166 (PR3). Red LE, orange
US, white mainsail, faired kingpost and
uprights, VB, good condition, no flutter
$9000no. Phone Col (079) 721033 ext
271 AH.
TRIKE. 210 wing with Rotax 532 - 25
hrs. Tacho and gauges, trailer and tow
release, PA Bullet chute, $9600. Ph.
Errol (07) 8002766.
Airborn Winds ports TRIKE, 2 place
trainer, front and rear controls, 503
Rotax motor, Tiear box reduction, long
range tank; fu I instrument panel, 215
M0ftes Trike wing, rainbow US, custom
bui t trailer, self contained tool box, jerry
cans, canvas cover, only 50 hrs flying time,
all in A1 cond .. $7000 - the lot. Phone
Barry W/H (07) 209 4594 AH (07)
2092674
TRIKE GT 210 wing, 2 seat. Rotax
Bombadier, water cooled, (30 hrs),
electric start, instruments.
Professionally built. A very easy to fly
trike. $5500.
• PROBE 2 175 (PR3) Speed bar, VB,
yellow and white, very good cond., flies
well $1000.
• PA COCOON Harness, yellow 5'10" - 6'.
$200.
• PA BULLET parachute, never opened.
$400
Ph. Capricorn S~riders School, 99
Rockharnpton R ,Yeppoon Old 4703.
AIRBORNE WINDSPORTS TRIKE 377
Rotax gear drive. GT 170 wing double
sleeved everywhere. Box trailer rack.
$4500. Phone: John (071) 42 9401
ROBIN 477cc ultralight motor (approx
50hp). Twin carby, reduction drive (3:1),
mounts and exhaust. $1600.00. This
motor is brand new and has not been flown
yet, only bench tested. Also for sale is one
propeller 52 inch, 32 pitch. Composite
wood $170.00. Phone: Derek (07) 844
2038
WANTED MEGA II's for novice pilots.
Please phone details of asking price,
condition, etc, to Shane Newell (079)
393769 Q[ write to 21 Bartlem Street,
Yeppoon 4703
WANTED: GT 190 or similar (not
sandwich) Ph Mark (079) 394106.

NEW SOUTH WALES
GYRO 1160 (PR1). Very tidy glider
$1500 - with cocoon harness - ask for
Mick, Frenchs Forest Ph. (02) 451 5353
Bargain cheap GTR 162 (PR3). Speed
bar, aero kin~post etc, loves xc fl~.
~ Iso hand held 40ch.
CBs
for sale. Ph. Justin (049) 886 146.
POD HARNESS. Blue and silver with
rainbow webbing. Has everything that
opens, shuts, flashes and bee~. Fit tall
pilot 6'+. $3000no. Peter 02443626

GTR 162 (PR3) Blue LE, white top, light
blue US. Speed bar plus cocoon hamess.
5W/6 channel radio, helmet and spare
upright all in very good condition.
Absolute bargain at $1350. Phone (043)
900956.
GTR Racer 162 (Intermediate) Used only
for NSW compo Great colours, no
flutters, $1350 ono.
• MARS 190 (Novice) With mylar in LE.
Great condition, good for two up or a big
fella $1150 ono. Ring Lee Scott (065)
569692.
Moyes MARS (PR2) 150. Brand new on~
had a couple of short flights. Blue LE an
pink sail. A bargain at $1500.
• Moyes GTR 162 (PR3) Blue LE, white
sail. Good condition $1500. Phone Martin
5436227 AH.
MOYES METEOR 170 (PR3) in~ood
condition. Blue and yellow sail, ouble
surface. Flies well. $500
Phone: Henning (02) 9232536
CT 170 (PR1) One careful owner, good
condition. $1100 ono.
Phone: (049) 68 2605
COCOON HARNESS, good condition.
Suit pilot to 5'8". $1 00
Phone: Gary (043) 84 6556
CB RADIO HAND HELD TANDY. 5w 6
channel, brand new. Never used. $140
Phone: Gary (043) 84 6556
GYRO 180 (PR1) Good condition, low
hours. $9500no.
Phone: Ron (043) 92 2768
MOYES MARS 170 (PR1L Dark blue LIE,
blue with white mainsail. ·ttle hours,
batten profile and manual. $1100
Phone: Con (02) 665 9151
Hey presto '!'!'!'!'!'
Abracadabra'!'!'!'!'!'!ifs the Magic
tou've been waitin for. Irs a 155 Magic
II with Dacron sailor easier handling and
a Magic Trimmer (VB) for even better
performance I A bargain, at only $1500.
Minimum PR3 rating.
Phone: Bruce (02) 305666 a.h.

1

BANDIT II 180. Suit 60-80 kg
studenVNovice ~ilOt. Last of Sky trek
eoduction. Sai in V.G. condition. Black
.E.'s with black/redN/hite panels. A
li~htweight, mellow, predictable handling
g ider that can be easily set up in 10
minutes by one person. $820 including
apron harness.
Phone: Don (052) 214276 (H) (052)
738315 (B)
BANDIT (PR1), new ~Iider, has been in
storage since test flig t. Checked by
factrory - perfect! $1 ,200 ono. Cocoon
harness, suit shorter pilot - $70.00
Phone: Steve (042) 942404
FOIL 155 White. Blue/yellow
undersurface. Good condition. Price to
sell as owner is going overseas. $1,000
Phone: Steve (049) 262907 a.h.

Moyes MEGA MAJOR 190 (PR1) and
accessories. Glider is in excellent cond,
white with green LEs. It is well suited to
heavier pilots. Also includes; Batten
profiles and Moyes manual, Aeon harness
and stirrup, Helmet, Hall ASI, itek audiovario and Thommen altimeter, Towing
bridle and release clip, Tow bar bracket
and ~lider support, Equipment carry bag.
This IS a get-out-of-sport-sale and
everything must go! Sacrificed at $800
all up! Phone Graham Mercer (02) 579
3418.
MOYES MARS 170 (PR1) two near new
gliders. Both with mylar inserts. One all
black with a pink LIE and keel pocket. The
other with dark blue LIE, light blue
mainsail and white trailing edge. Proven
Mount Mitchell gliders.
$1200 ea or $2400 the pair ono. Phone
(02) 30 5009 ask for Jason or Robert.
COCOON HARNESS larpe black with
blueiyellow trim. Make - arachutes
Aust. never used suit pilot to 5'11". $150.
Phone Tony (02) 665 6845.
SABRE 177 (PR3) . White LE , blue sail,
speed bar, compensator, $1100.
• Jap OK BAROGRAPH. Ink paper type.
New $300.
• 112 share, automatic dual drum winch,
small, compact, with tension gauges,
works well. Ph (02) 580 8195

MARS 150 (PR~ blue mainsail with
rainbow panel. xc condo Minimum
airtime $1200.
• Cocoon harness with hil;rachute, Moyes
backpack, black with w ite, blue, pink
trim. Suit height of approx 16Scm.
Perfect condo$400. Phone Fiona (03)
2334623.
MOYES MARS 170 (PR2), pale blue
and white, Mylar inserts. Good
condition. Apron hamess included.
$1,000.
Phone: Graeme (03) 735 3772 a.h.
SKYTREK PROBE 11165 (PR3), suit
Intermediate pilot buying first double
surface. Blue with white single
surface, sail is tight and flies real well.
Priced to sell qUickly. $650.00.
Phone: Noel (03) 293466 a.h.
PROBE III (PR~, limited edition model.
Aqua yellow an white. Low hours, good
condition. A fast glider, flies well.
$700. Phone GeeIOn~t052~ 485634.
AMERICAN AIRCRA FA CON as
new. 15 months old. 48 hours flown.
En~e and airframe manuals and
log ok maintained. Excellent soaring
performance. 16:1 UO. In flight
restartin~. Includes parachute, dual
ignition, ull canopy. $9500. Custom
trailer available. Phone Geelong (052)
485634.

MARS 170 (PR1 ) Special Gold LE, white
For Sale: ORION hang ~ider, excellent
main, 14 hrs airtime, excellent condo Looks cond., includes harness 780. Ph Luke
tOOd in air and flies beautifully. $1450.
(03) 5603410 H (03) 836 0944 B.
ncludes batten profile, manual and apron
harness. Ph Jonh Afflick (02) 570 8017
H or (02) 2286666 B.

SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Red POD HARNESS (Stanwell Soaring
Centre) $150
• White, medium AERODYNE HELMET
$60. Pair of blue hand fairings. New
$20. Ph Michael Cotts (049) 526420.
Moyes GT 170 (PR3). Red LE and US,
white main, VG. Good cond $1000 ono.
Ph Steve (049) 26 4653
GYRO 11180 (PR1) in top condo Light
blue, dark blue, black, white. Flown 10 hrs
only. Just trimmed and new side flying
wires fitted. Ph John (02) 5171224.

VICTORIA
FOIL 165 (PR3b Excellent condo only 20
hrs flying time. rJfnt sale $1550 ono.
Brendan Stemp A (03) 512311.
Sky trek GYRO 180 (PR1) Excellent
cond., low hours, straight as a die, black
LE, rainbow upper insert, yellow TE,
Comes with cocoon harness, helmet,
airspeed indicator, hand fairings. $1100.
• Moyes POD HARNESS. Two tone gray
upper, black under. Suit pilot 5'6" 5'10" height, excellent condo used three
times. $350. Phone Mike Fuery (03)
491785.

FOIL 160B (PR3). Excellent cond.,
airfoil kingpost and uprights, S~d
bar. One careful lady owner 2300.
Birgit (08) 277 5435
' Foil 160B Racer (PR3) Unmarked
condo Airfoils, Airwave fittings, speed
bar. Only selling to make way for 150B
Racer.
• HYDRAULIC WINCH. A reliable, low
maintenance mu;ltidirectional, 0 to
advanced rating and 0 to 1000's of feet
altitude from small paddocks. - POA
Dermot (08) 277 5435
FOIL 160B (PR3) Red LE, gold and
yellow US, 30 hrs only, good condo
(bought 160B Racer), $2300. Ph Len
(086) 425083
FOIL RACER 160B (PR3) As new
condo Mylar flouro oran~e LE, black and
flouro oranll: US. Test lown only.
Buying 150 Racer. Bypass the
waiting list!! $3500 ono. Ph Jenny
(086) 425083.

I WESTERN AUSTRALIA
WANTED. 210 Offspray Wing to suit
trike. Ph. Rick Stallard (09) 446
6674.
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ALL
GREAT
THINGS

TAKE
TIME

Brock, Bill and young Steve at the 1968 Boggabri Show

r ! 1 s you can see, we at Moyes have
gliders for about 20 years now.
In any business, that's a fair record. In the
gliding, that's unsurpassed.
We've come a long way from the "13 footer
60' s - it had a production run of 12 . Some
many models later the GTR is approaching
worldwide.
Since 1984 when the GTR was USHGMA
has been quietly developing, fine-tuning
what has proved to be the most remarkably '
all-round glider in the world.
It had to happen. The GTR 762 RACE.
A phenomenal leap ahead.
Not content with . mere innovation, Moyes
through the toughest, most demanding
programme in the world. We believe that
safety are as important as superb
and
handling.
The GTR 762 RACE. Not only USHGMA
but out in time for Christmas!
... STOP PRESS ... Mark Newland wins
1987 British League ... Ricky Duncan wins

173 Bronte Rd, Waverley N.S.W. 2024. Ph. (02) 387 5114. Fx. (02) 387 4472

